The acoustic emission (AE) waveforms from a fatigue crack advancing in a thin metallic plate possess diverse and complex spectral signatures. In this article, we analyze these waveform signatures in coordination with the load level during cyclic fatigue. The advancing fatigue crack may generate numerous AE hits while it grows under fatigue loading. We found that these AE hits can be sorted into various groups based on their AE waveform signatures. Each waveform group has a particular time-domain signal pattern and a specific frequency spectrum. This indicates that each group represents a certain AE event related to the fatigue crack growth behavior. In situ AE-fatigue experiments were conducted to monitor the fatigue crack growth with simultaneous measurement of AE signals, fatigue loading, and optical crack growth measurement. An in situ microscope was installed in the load-frame of the mechanical testing system (MTS) to optically monitor the fatigue crack growth and relate the AE signals with the crack growth measurement. We found the AE signal groups at higher load levels (75%-85% of maximum load) were different from the AE signal groups that happened at lower load levels (below 60% of load level). These AE waveform groups are highly related to the fatigue crackrelated AE events. These AE signals mostly contain the higher frequency peaks (100 kHz, 230 kHz, 450 kHz, 550 kHz). Some AE signal groups happened as a clustered form that relates a sequence of small AE events within the fatigue crack. They happened at relatively lower load level (50%-60% of the maximum load). These AE signal groups may be related to crack friction and micro-fracture during the friction process. These AE signals mostly contain the lower frequency peaks (60 kHz, 100 kHz, 200 kHz). The AE waveform based analysis may give us comprehensive information of the metal fatigue.
State of the art
Acoustic emission (AE) technique had been used for monitoring progressive defects such as fatigue crack of smart engineering structures [1] [2] [3] . The researchers of nondestructive evaluation (NDE) and structural health monitoring (SHM) used AE as a passive detection method for structural damage [4] [5] [6] [7] . Guided waves had been used to monitor the defects in in pipes [8] . The AE method had been tested on metallic, concrete, composite structures. AE monitoring had also been used for micro-damage evolution in the human conical bones [9] . However, most of them focused on AE-hit based analysis to assess the structural damage. One of the major concerns in analyzing the AEs was that a simple fatigue experiment could generate a huge amount of AE data that inhibited a detailed analysis of the AE waveforms [10] .
A statistical Bayesian approach was developed to analyze the huge amount of AE data by Agletdinov et al [11] . Nam and Mal [18] emphasized on the analyzing the AE waveforms and suggested that the AE waveforms could provide much more information than just hit-based statistical analysis. They identified three types of elastic waves during a fatigue experiment on aluminum alloy specimen. However, no relation between the fatigue loading and the acoustic waves had been investigated. These researches provide motivation for further investigation of the fatigue crack generated AE waveform in relation to fatigue loading.
Fatigue crack growth for small crack had been investigated by various methods [12] [13] [14] [15] . The dynamics of multiscale deformation mechanism in the materials had been explained by using digital image correlation methods [16] . AE source localization was performed by using single-sensor approach [17] . A dislocation-based crack growth model was used for investigating crack initiation and growth in aluminum alloys [14] . Theoretically and numerically it had been shown that the crack formation in aluminum alloys emitted acoustic waves [18, 19] .
The experiments and simulation were also performed to detect the fatigue crack using AEs [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The AE signals can be detected by using surface mounted piezoelectric transducers. Both experiment and multiphysics simulation proved that the piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWAS) successfully captured the AE signals [26, 27] . Guided acoustic wave based approaches were used to characterize, localize the defects in the thick steel plate, aluminum alloys, and welded joints [28] [29] [30] [31] . Fatigue crack length estimation by using the AE signals had been attempted [7, 32] . However, all of them except the current authors and few others primarily focused on the AE hit based statistical methods.
Strantza et al [33, 34] have recently studied the crack propagation by using AE monitoring. They have mainly focused on the duration, average frequency, number of AE hits to correlate the crack propagation with the observed AE hits. However, the AE was monitored from additively manufactured thick titanium bars. The fatigue crack measurements had been performed by using various methods such as fracture, clip gauge, optical, digital image correlation (DIC), crack propagation gage (CPG), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) based methods [13] . However, depending on the application, one method might be more useful than the others. The AE technique was found to be more suitable in the field of NDE and SHM [28] . The practical engineers in SHM can benefit from the current research by using the AE waveform based analysis to design an SHM system. The fatigue crack generated AE events can be sorted into the crack and noncrack related AE signals by using the findings of the current research. Also, the methodology discussed in the current research would be helpful for the practical applications.
Scope of the article
The novelty of this article is that the various groups of AE waveforms were used to explain the complex phenomena of the metal fatigue. In situ AE-fatigue experiments were conducted to monitor the fatigue crack growth with simultaneous measurement of AE signals, fatigue loading, and optical crack growth measurement. An in situ microscope was also used to optically monitor the crack growth while the fatigue loading was being applied in the mechanical testing system (MTS) machine. The AE-hit based analysis, as well as AE-waveform based analysis, has been performed to identify the various groups of the waveforms in synchronized with the fatigue loading. A source localization method was also used to confirm the source of the AE signal groups.
Significance of the current research
The huge amount of AE data can be sorted into few groups based on the waveform signatures of the AE is a significant achievement of the current research. Another important achievement is the coordination of the AE waveform signatures with the load level during the cyclic fatigue. The methodology discussed in this research could be applicable to the study of fatigue crack-related AE events for varieties of material using AE method. The source localization for confirming the fatigue crack source of the AE waveforms may be another significant portion of the current research.
In situ AE-fatigue experimental setup
An in situ AE-fatigue experiment was designed and performed to simultaneously measure the AE signals while the fatigue crack had grown under fatigue loading. Aircraft grade aluminum Al-2024 T3 material was used to make the test plate-specimen. The dimension of the specimen was 305 mm in length, 100 mm in width, and 1 mm in thickness. The schematic diagram of the specimen with one PWAS transducer is shown in figure 2 .
To initiate the fatigue crack, a small (1 mm diameter) hole was drilled at the center of the specimen. A hydraulic MTS machine was used to apply the fatigue loading to the specimen as shown in figure 2(b) . An axial tensile cyclic fatigue loading was sinusoidally varied between a maximum and a minimum tensile load level. The cyclic fatigue loadings were chosen based on the practical application in aircraft testing. Typically, in aircraft fatigue testing, the stress level is maintained between 65% and 6.5% of the yield strength of the material. The maximum and minimum load levels were calculated based on these stress level and the yield strength aluminum Al 2024 T3 is 345 MPa. An R-ratio min max s s ( ) of 0.1 was maintained for the applied loading.
The fatigue experiment was conducted in two steps. In the first step, the fatigue crack started to initiate after running 33 000 fatigue cycles at a rate of 4 Hz. The crack grew up to 20 mm (tip to tip length) at this loading level and rate, however, without any AE measurement. The 20 mm crack was the initial crack for the second step of the experiment. At this initial crack, we scribed a mark and were able to optically monitor the crack growth easily. We were certain that crack grew from a prescribed mark at 20 mm. At the beginning (before 33 000 cycles), the crack opening displacement, as well as crack growth rate, was very small to optically measure the crack growth. This made very difficult to pinpoint the crack tip. When the crack length was relatively larger (∼20 mm), the crack opening displacement was larger and it was relatively easier to locate the crack tip and measure the crack length optically.
In the second step, the specimen was equipped with two commercially available AE sensors (model: PICO from PAC Mistras Inc.; thereafter, mentioned as 'PICO' sensor) and two PWAS transducers. Two PICO AE sensors were bonded 5 mm and 25 mm from the crack. Two PWAS transducers were bonded symmetrically about the crack on 5 and 25 mm from the crack. There were two main purposes of bonding all these sensors: (1) to confirm if all of them can pick up the AE signals, (2) the identification of the sources of these AE signals.
We also compared the frequency of the commercial PICO transducer and our PWAS transducer and found that our PWAS transducers capture signals with a wider frequency band than the commercial PICO transducers [10] . Hence, the AE waveform comparison and sorting in various groups as discussed in this paper is based on signals recorded consistently with only one transducer type, viz the PWAS transducer. We used a simultaneous recording of the signal received from PWAS transducers placed at various locations and found that the signal frequency content remained the same, though amplitude diminished with distance from the crack.
A schematic of the near-field PWAS transducer is shown in figure 2 . Although there were three other sensors (one farfield PWAS and two PICO sensors as shown in figure 1 ), only near-field PWAS transducer is shown since the PWAS signals were explored more in this communication. Such proximity of a sensor allowed picking up low amplitude AE signals which would otherwise diminish due to geometric spreading and any material damping as they travel away from the crack. Furthermore, it would capture waveforms from any local interaction of the AE signals and the crack.
A strain gauge was also bonded 40 mm from the crack to pick up the fatigue load information directly from the specimen. The output from the strain gauge was fed into the AE measuring system. A wave absorbing clay boundary was used around the region of fatigue crack and sensors as shown in figure 2 . This boundary would strongly attenuate the acoustic waves before they reach the plate edge thus minimizing the effect of boundary reflections from the recorded AE signals. This attenuation is higher for the antisymmetric wave mode in the considered frequency-thickness regime compared to the symmetric wave mode. However, the attenuation may not be entirely zero.
There was a minimal possibility to have any friction that may cause any AE between the absorbing material and the plate due to the cyclic loading. If there were any friction, they are more likely to generate AE in sync with the loading frequency which was very low (0.25 Hz). The low frequency (<30 kHz) AE were filtered out during the AE recording process. This filtering was done by using a preamplifier with a built-in bandpass filter (30-700 kHz). A 40 dB gain was selected in the preamplifier. A sampling rate of 10 MHz was used and the threshold (about 48 dB) was set just 2 dB above the environmental noise level.
An in situ microscope was used to optically monitor the fatigue crack growth, as shown in figure 3 . A digital camera was attached to the microscope that allowed capturing still images as well as the video recording of the fatigue crack growth. A gooseneck light was used for necessary light for the microscope camera. It also used to illuminate the crack from the front and back side of the plate. Various combination of the light adjustment was used for proper image capturing.
Three parallel systems were used simultaneously during the in situ AE-fatigue experiment: (a) fatigue loading by the MTS machine, (b) AE and load measurement by the AE system, and (c) fatigue crack growth measurement by an in situ microscope camera. Since the AE recording and the fatigue load recording was performed in the same AE measuring instrument, it would allow better synchronization between the fatigue load and AE measurement. Thus, the measured AE hit and the fatigue load had a common timeline with respect to the global time of reference.
AE hits synchronized with the fatigue loading
The cyclic fatigue loading and the AE hits were measured in a common timeline. The fatigue crack grew by releasing the AE signals that were captured by all the AE sensors. The AE hit captured by the near-field PWAS transducer was extensively analyzed and presented in this communication. The similar nature of AE hits was also observed in other sensors but not discussed for the sake of brevity. The synchronized plot of the fatigue loading and the AE hits captured by the near-field PWAS is shown in figure 4 . The AE hit amplitude was measured in dB scale. The fatigue loading was varied sinusoidally between a maximum (F max =12.3 kN) and minimum (F min =1.23 kN) load level with a slower loading rate (0.05 Hz).
To preserve the clarity of the load-hit synchronization plot, only 50 fatigue cycles results are shown in figure 4 . The near-field PWAS transducer captured 427 AE hits in 50 fatigue cycles. In this particular 50 cycles, the fatigue crack growth was optically measured as approx. 300 μm. It can be noticed that there are high-amplitude AE hits at about 96 dB. They happened at almost every cycle near the peak load of the fatigue cycle. There are numerous AE hits in the range of 55-75 dB. At every cycle, there were multiple AE hits.
AE hits were observed during the loading cycle meaning when the fatigue load was going from minimum to the maximum level. On the unloading cycle meaning when the fatigue load was going from maximum to minimum, no AE hits were observed. Each AE hit corresponded to an AE waveform. The individual waveform analysis on the AE hits was performed to find any possible similarities in the AE signals. That allowed us grouping the AE hits as discussed next.
Various groups of AE waveforms in relation to the fatigue crack
The AE hits were analyzed at the individual waveform level. The waveform of each AE hit was analyzed in both timedomain signal and frequency spectrum. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) was used to obtain the frequency spectrum from the time-domain signal. It was found that there were some groups of AE hits that had the same time-domain signal and frequency spectrum.
Classification of the AE events into different groups
The 427 raw AE hits as presented in figure 4(a) can produce 427 time-domain waveforms. Some similarities in the timedomain signals were observed. Also, the FFT was performed on each of the 427 waveforms which generated 427 frequency-domain waveforms. It was found that there were also some similarities in these frequency domain waveforms. Then the AE events are sorted based on the same (or very close) time-domain signal and frequency spectrum. In this sorting process, nine groups of AE hits were produced. The AE events in a particular group have almost same time-domain signal and frequency spectrum (as illustrated later by comparing the waveforms).
Once, the AE events are classified based on the timesignal and frequency spectrum, some other similarities, for example, the load levels at which they occur were found very similar. Also, the duration and the amplitude of these AE events were found to be similar.
Repetitive AE waveforms at every fatigue cycle
From figure 4, one can easily distinguish two different zones of AE hits: the higher-amplitude zone at 96 dB and a denser low-amplitude zone at 55-75 dB. From the denser zone, it was identified that there exist a group of AE hits which had the same time-domain signal and frequency spectrum. They were named as 'group A'. The hit amplitudes of group A were almost constant at 72 dB. Interestingly, all of them happened at approximately 84% of maximum fatigue load. It indicated that there was a certain AE source due to a change happen in fatigue crack at 84% of maximum load. Group A hits are shown in figure 5(a) and marked by a dotted ellipse.
All the higher-amplitude (96 dB) AE hits have the same time-domain signal and frequency spectrum. These AE hits were assigned as 'group B' and shown in figure 5(a) . The load cell determination for the AE hit is illustrated in figure 6 . 
Similarities in the signals belonging to one group
To illustrate the similarities of the signals belonging to one group, we picked up few AE events from group A and group B. The time-domain signals and frequency spectra of the AE waveforms are plotted in figure 7 . The AE events at two different times (∼350 s, ∼800 s) are shown here. Figure 7(a) shows that both time-domain signals and frequency spectra of group A are very similar to each other even though they happened at two different fatigue cycles (∼350 s, ∼800 s). Figure 7(b) shows that both time-domain signals and frequency spectra of group B are very similar to each other even though they happened at two different fatigue cycles (∼350 s, ∼800 s). A similar observation was true for other AE events and other groups of AE signals.
The representative waveforms from group A, B is plotted in figures 5(b) and (c) , respectively. Both time-domain signals and frequency spectra are shown here. It was observed that the AE waveform of group A was different from that of B. Group A has frequency peaks at 40, 100, 350 kHz whereas the group B has frequency peaks at 30, 50, 100, 230, 450 kHz. Group B waveform contained some of the frequency peaks of group A, for example, 100 kHz. The amplitude of the group B waveform was several orders higher than that of the group A. When the compare the time of occurrences of the two waveforms, we found that during the fatigue loading, group B (at 78% F max ) happened earlier than the group A (at 84% F max ). Both of them happened at every fatigue cycle.
Group C AE hits can be identified that happened in between group A and B. They happened at 81% of fatigue loading. The AE hit-load plot of group C is shown in figure 8(a) . It can be shown that until 400 s, group C happened once at every fatigue cycle whereas, after 400 s, two group C waveforms happened at every cycle. The amplitudes of the group C hits were not constant unlike group A, B rather they varied. When the two group C hits happened as a cluster, one had a higher amplitude than the other. It seemed like the acoustic energy from the fatigue crack had been split into two wave packets.
The time-domain signal and the frequency spectrum of a representative group C waveform are shown figure 8(b) . They are different from the group A, B. The major frequency peaks of group C waveform are 30, 100 kHz. The low-frequency peaks are dominant in this group.
Appearance, continuation and disappearing nature of certain waveforms
There were group D AE hits that happened at 78% of fatigue loading. The AE hit plot of group D synchronized with the fatigue loading is shown in figure 9 (a). They appeared for some time and then discontinued after 320 s. The amplitude of group D was relatively smaller than the group A, B, C. The time-domain signal of a representative group D waveform is shown figure 9(b) . It can be noticed that there is a regular noise floor before and after the main signal. This can easily be Figure 2 . Schematic diagram of the fatigue test plate-specimen with 1 mm diameter hole and a fatigue crack of variable length; A PWAS transducer, 5 mm from the crack, was capturing the AE signals while the axial cyclic fatigue loading was being applied; a strain gauge (on the other side of the plate), 40 mm from the crack, was used to record the fatigue load directly from the specimen. The actual fatigue test specimen mounted in the MTS grips; an in situ microscope was used to optically monitor the fatigue crack growth and measure the crack opening displacements; gooseneck light source was used to properly illuminate the fatigue crack.
removed to obtain a denoised waveform as plotted in figure 9(c) .
The frequency spectrum of the denoised waveform is shown in figure 9 (c). They have same frequency contents as group B waveforms except for an additional peak at 550 kHz in group D. They also happened at the similar fatigue load level of group B. The group B and D may be related to the same AE event due to a change in the fatigue crack.
Clustered waveforms at every fatigue cycle
Group E AE hits in sync with the cyclic fatigue loading are plotted in figure 10(a) . The main feature of these hits was that they happened as a cluster of two or three hits in every cycle. They happened in between 51% and 58% of maximum load in the fatigue loading cycle. They appeared after approx. 250 s and then continued in every fatigue cycle. In a cluster, the first hit had a higher amplitude than that of the second and third hits. The time-domain signals and the frequency spectra of these AE hits in a cluster are exactly same except the amplitudes. The waveform of a representative AE hit is shown in figure 10(b) . The first AE hit of a particular cluster is shown in this figure. The frequency spectrum shows that the dominant frequency peaks are located at 30, 60, 200 kHz.
Possible explanation of clustered waveforms
There may be a sequence of small AE events that were happening in every cycle at relatively low loading levels (51%-58% F max ). These load levels may be too small to cause any crack extension. The possible explanation for the cluster group E AE hits could be:
(a) Crack surfaces have a zigzag saw-tooth thickness-wise pattern because cracks in thin-gauge specimens happen on shear planes. The zigzag nature of the crack was Figure 4 . (a) AE hits captured by the PWAS transducer are plotted in synchronization with the cyclic fatigue loading (raw data); the cyclic fatigue loading was sinusoidally varied with time; only 50 complete fatigue cycles are shown in this picture to preserve the clarity of the loadhit synchronization. In this particular 50 cycles, the fatigue crack growth was optically measured as approx. 300 μm. (b) PWAS AE hits after grouping; different colors and marker shapes are used to distinguish the AE hit groups. captured by the in situ microscopic images and is shown in figure 11 . The faying surfaces along the thickness can be seen from this figure. The light was shining directly from behind the fatigue crack. (b) Because crack propagation has a zigzag path, cracks are not perfectly straight and may 'catch' when opening. (c) Repeated saw-tooth crushing seems to happen, first at 51% load level and then at slightly higher loads, but of progressively smaller AE intensity. (d) When the first crushing is happening at 51% load, it is releasing higher amplitude AE signals. Subsequent crushing is causing lower amplitude AE signals.
The crack extension was optically monitored by this microscope camera video recording. However, much detail on the optical microscopic was not given because the main focus of the current research was the AE technique based on AE waveform. The microscopic images have just helped the process of explaining the above-mentioned physics of the AE waveforms.
Characteristics of rest of the AE waveform groups
Group F AE hits are shown in figure 12(a) . These hits happened at the similar time of group E. They also happened at every fatigue cycle. The time-domain signal and the frequency spectrum of a representative group F waveform are shown in figure 12(b) . The frequency spectrum was same as that of group E except that it had an additional higher frequency at 450 kHz. They happened at 57% of maximum load level. The AE source of group F may be closely related to that of group E.
Group G AE hits happened in between 78% and 81% of maximum load level during fatigue loading period as shown in figure 13(a) . They happened sporadically over the fatigue cycles. The time-domain signal and the frequency spectrum of a representative group G waveform are shown in figure 13(b) . They were similar to the group C AE hits based on the frequency spectrum except for the low-frequency peaks at 40 kHz. The other difference as that they happened at a variable load level from 78% to 81% F max .
A few AE hits were observed near very low load level (e.g., 23%F max ). These were assigned as group H. The hits sync with the fatigue load is shown in figure 14(a) . The timedomain signal and the frequency spectrum of a representative Figure 7 . Similarity between the AE events happened at two different times (∼350 s, ∼800 s) in a particular group. For illustration purpose, only two groups (A, B) are presented here. The time-domain and the frequency spectrum of each signal are plotted. group H waveform are shown in figure 14(b) . The major frequency peaks of the group H waveform were 40, 70, 100, 200 kHz.
We also observed a very few irregular AE hits happened randomly at different load levels (not shown here). Most of them had a sharp peak and hence, we classified them as 'sharp'. They had a wideband frequency as mentioned in the summary table 1. They happened somewhere between 23% and 94% F max . They had a very wide range of hit amplitudes that resulted in large standard deviation (SD). The AE signals may differ slightly at various crack lengths because of any standing wave modes along the crack length. However, the effect of these standing wave modes has not been considered in the present manuscript and will be investigated in future.
The authors have considered the full spectrum of the frequency to group the AE signals. A single parameter from the frequency spectrum, for example, centroid may help to quantify the groupings.
Summary of the AE waveform groups
The summary statistics of the 427 AE hits in 50 fatigue cycles are shown in table 1. We had nine different groups of AE hits from A, B, C, K, Sharp. The number of AE hits, the load level of occurrence, mean hit amplitude, SD of the mean hit amplitude, and major frequency peaks for each group are detailed in this table.
It was observed that the AE waveform pattern in the lower load level (below 58% of maximum load) is different from that in the higher load level (between 70% and 85% of maximum load level). The waveform groups (for example, group E, F, H) that happened at the lower load level have mostly lower frequency contents (60 kHz, 100 kHz, 200 kHz). In that load level, mostly crack friction may happen that could generate these lower frequency content AE signals. On the other hand, mostly crack extension related AE signals (for example, group A, B, D) may happen at higher load level and they contain relatively higher frequency contents (100 kHz, 230 kHz, 450 kHz, 550 kHz).
The origin of some waveform groups (for example, group C, G) may not be entirely explained since they had happened at higher load level but has mostly lower frequency content. It may be hypothesized that some crack friction (mostly at the crack tip region) may occur at higher load level that could cause these lower frequency AE events. However, Figure 10 . (a) Group E AE hits are plotted in sync with the cyclic fatigue loading; they happened as a cluster of two or three hits in every cycle and at approx. 51%-58% of maximum load, they appeared after approx. 250 s and then continued; (b) the time domain denoised signal and frequency spectrum of a representative group E waveform. Figure 11 . The microscopic view of the zigzags and the faying surfaces of the fatigue crack. The microscopic images were captured at maximum load level; two different locations along the fatigue crack length are shown here; the light was shining from the back side of the crack. Figure 12. (a) Group F AE hits are plotted in sync with the cyclic fatigue loading; they happened at every cycle and at approx. 57% of maximum load, they appeared after approx. 250 s and then continued; (b) the time domain denoised signal and frequency spectrum of a representative group F waveform. a future investigation may be needed to entirely explain this scenario.
We observed that the highest amplitude AE hit happened at each cycle when the load level reached to 78% of maximum load. It may be related to the fatigue crack growth mechanism during one fatigue cycle. We have explained the fatigue crack growth mechanisms within one fatigue cycle in a separate communication [35] . We have not observed any AE at 100% of maximum load level in each cycle. The highest amplitude AE hit happened near the maximum load (78% of max. load). Some other relatively higher amplitude AE hits in between 78% and 84% of maximum load and then stops. This is because the crack growth happened during this period. After that, as the load increases, plasticity-driven crack hardening may occur near the crack tip region which may prevent any further crack growth within one cycle (as we don't see any AE activity near 100% of the maximum load).
Conclusions
The metal fatigue contains many complex phenomena that may be captured through the AE waveform analysis. In the AE hits results, only two distinct zones of AE hits can be obtained: one zone in the high amplitude and the other zone in the low amplitude denser AE hits. But, the AE waveform based analysis suggested that beyond the two distinct zones, several groups can be distinguished based on the AE waveform signatures, especially from the denser AE hit zone. Thus, the AE hit based analysis may not be sufficient to capture all the information. Once the AE hits were sorted based on the similarity of waveform signatures (time-domain signals and frequency spectra), other similarities, for example, the load level, duration, hit amplitude of the waveform were automatically obtained. The particular waveform signature may explain a particular behavior during the fatigue crack growth. In this particular fatigue crack growth in a thin metal specimen, nine different AE waveforms groups were identified. The signatures of the fatigue cracks are highly related to the frequency contents of the AE waveform groups. A particular waveform group represents a particular source of AE event related to the crack growth. We found that group A, B, D waveforms that happened at the higher load levels (75%-85% of maximum load) are responsible for crack extension. They contain mostly higher frequency content AE signals. Some AE waveforms happened at relatively lower load level Figure 13. (a) Group G AE hits are plotted in sync with the cyclic fatigue loading; they appeared sporadically over the cycles at approx. 78%-81% of maximum load; (b) the denoised time domain signal and the frequency spectrum of a representative group G waveform.
(e.g. group E) and appeared as a clustered form. The lower load level may cause the 'catching' of the faying crack surfaces may generate crack friction related AE waveforms. The micro-fracture may happen during the friction of the faying surfaces. These waveforms mostly contain lower frequency content AE signals. Thus, the AE-waveform based analysis may give us a comprehensive idea of the metal fatigue. It was interesting that no AE activity has been observed at exactly 100% of the maximum load during a fatigue cycle. This may be because of the plasticity-driven crack hardening near the crack tip region that may prevent any crack growth.
Future work
This methodology of the AE technique may be used for the other cases such as crack monitoring on the welded structures, damage evolution in the composite structures. The full history of the AE hits of the fatigue crack growth from beginning to failure may be analyzed at the waveform level. It would be labor-intensive but worth analysis if we could establish any possible relationship between the AE signal-groups with the fatigue crack length. The AE waveforms would be further analyzed to capture any possible local interaction between the AE signals and the fatigue crack. The multiphysics simulation could be performed to predict the failure mechanism corresponding to different AE signal groups.
